
Algorithm Design and Analysis (NTU, Fall 2012) instructor: Hsin-Mu Tsai

Homework #6
Solution Manual

Problem 1 Queen (programming assignment)

1 #include <stdio.h>

2 #include <omp.h>

3 #define N 19

4 int n,has[N],can[N];

5 int solve( int x, int c, int lx, int rx ) {

6 if ( x==n ) return 1;

7 lx <<=1; rx >>=1;

8 if ( has[x] ) return solve(x+1,c,lx ,rx);

9 int m=~(c|lx|rx)&can[x],ans=0;

10 while ( m ) {

11 int y=m&-m; m^=y;

12 ans+=solve(x+1,c|y,lx|y,rx|y);

13 }

14 return ans;

15 }

16 int main()

17 {

18 int m,x,y,sx=0,ans=0;

19 scanf("%d%d",&n,&m);

20 for ( int i=0; i<n; i++ ) can[i]=(1<<n)-1;

21 for ( int _m=0; _m <m; _m++ ) {

22 scanf("%d%d" ,&x,&y);

23 has[x]=1;

24 for ( int i=0; i<n; i++ ) for ( int j=0; j<n; j++ ) if ( (can[i]>>j)&1 )

25 if ( j==y || i+j==x+y || i-j==x-y ) can[i]^=1<<j;

26 }

27 while ( sx <n && has[sx] ) sx++;

28 #pragma omp parallel for num_threads (4) reduction (+:ans)

29 for ( int i=0; i<n; i++ ) if ( (can[sx]>>i)&1) ans+= solve(sx+1,1<<i,1<<i,1<<i);

30 printf("%d\n",n==m?1: ans);

31 return 0;

32 }

The problem n-queen is a classic problem which can solve by simple recursion. We are trying to fill the board
row by row, and using three int to keep the valid position, such that we can check whether this position is valid
or not in constant time. The technique called bitwise operation is common when optimizing program, and the
shift left/right is well fit the requirement that queen can attack the diagonal line. Finally, we parallelize the
choice of first empty row, and get full credit.
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Problem 2 2 is easy, 3 is hard, and how about 6?

1) a) This problem is equivalent to check whether one graph is a bipartite graph or not, while two nodes has
a undirected edge iff the corresponding APs interfere each other. The pseudo code is shown below.

1 def solve(N, E):

2 color = [0] * N

3 for i in range(N):

4 if color[i] != 0:

5 continue

6 color[i] = 1

7 q = queue(i)

8 while not q.empty ():

9 a = q.pop()

10 for b in E[a]:

11 if color[b] != 0:

12 color[b] = 3 - color[a]

13 q.push(b)

14 for a in range(N):

15 for b in E[a]:

16 if color[a] == color[b]:

17 return false

18 return true

The analysis which shows this algorithm runs in polynomial time in the next problem.

b) Each vertex will be colored at most one time, each edge will be visit at most 4 times, so the time
complexity is linear time. Since this algorithm can decides this problem in polynomial time, this problem
belongs to the complexity class P.

2) a) Step 1 takes constant time to make constant new nodes. Step 2 takes O(n) time to make O(n) nodes
and O(n) edges. Step 3 takes O(m) time to make O(m) nodes and O(m) edges. So the total time is
O(n+m), which is the polynomial of input length.

b) Since the APs created in step 2 are all linked to the “Other”, so they can only in state “True” or “False”,
and because of the links between xi and ¬xi, we can treat the states of these APs are equivalent to the
variables in 3-CNF-SAT problem.

Consider the all possible states combination of the three APs related to one clause, we can find that if all
of them is “False”, the left upper AP in that clause must also be “False”, which implies the right upper
AP must be “Other”, which implies that the right lower AP must be “False”, but there is a link between
the right lower AP and one of related AP which is also “False”, a contradiction.

If not all of them is “False”, we can simply construct a valid assignment by hands for all possible
seven cases, here is the list of them shown from upper left to lower right: TOFOTTTT, TFFOOTTF,
TFFOOTFT, TFFOOTFF, TFOFOFTT, TFOFOFTF, FOTOFFFT.

Thus each clause is satisfiable iff there are at least one “True” state in the corresponding three APs
xa, xb, xc, which equivalent to (xa ∨ xb ∨ xc) must be True in 3-CNF-SAT problem.

So each valid channel assignment will map to a valid 3-CNF-SAT solution, and vice versa.

Since 3-CNF-SAT is a well known NP-Complete problem, and we can solve 3-CNF-SAT by polynomial
induction to 3-channel APs problem, this 3-channel APs problem is in NP-Hard.

c) It is easy to see that we can encode the assignment into a certificate y, and make a simple algorithm
A(x, y) where x is the encoded graph of APs, it simply validates all edge in linear time.

So we obtain a polynomial time verify algorithm, and as the result of previous problem we know any NP
problem can reduce to this problem, which shows that this problem is in NP and NP-Complete.

3) a) We can add three new special APs z1, z2, z3 which form a triangle, and add link all original APs and
these three new APs, such that these three APs will occupy three unique and no other APs can use these
three channel, thus the remaining APs will only use three channels, which can be used as the solution for
3-channel APs problem as well.

It is easy to see that we only need to add O(1) nodes and O(n) edges, so we obtain a polynomial reduction
from 3-CH-APs to 6-CH-APs, which means 6-CH-APs is NP-Hard since 3-CH-APs is NP-Complete.

b) It is easy to see that we can encode the assignment into a certificate y, and make a simple algorithm
A(x, y) where x is the encoded graph of APs, it simply validates all edge in linear time.

So we obtain a polynomial time verify algorithm, and as the result of previous problem we know any NP
problem can reduce to this problem, which shows that this problem is in NP and NP-Complete.
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Problem 3 Multithreading reductions and prefix computations

1) The pseudo is shown below(using ^ to represent the operator ⊗).

1 def P-REDUCE(x, i, j):

2 if i == j:

3 return x[i]

4 k = floor ((i + j) / 2)

5 v1 = spawn(P-REDUCE , x, i, k)

6 v2 = spawn(P-REDUCE , x, k + 1, j)

7 sync()

8 return v1 ^ v2

If we run this algorithm in serial, we have word T (n) = 2T (n/2) + O(1) = Θ(n). If we run this algorithm
in parallel, it is easy to see that span is the depth of recursion, and since j − i will decrease about half each
time, so span is Θ(lg n).

2) Since we need y[i-1] when calculating y[i], if the latter is calculated before the former, the result maybe
wrong.

For example, if a⊗ b = a+ b, x=[5,1,4], and the order of calculation is 1, 3, 2, while y[] is filling with zero
initially, the result will be y=[5,6,4] instead of the correct answer y=[5,6,10].

3) Each call of P-REDUCE(x, 1, l) contribute Θ(l) to work, so the total work is
∑n

l=1 Θ(l) = Θ(n2).

The additional cost of parallel loop is Θ(lgn), so the total span is Θ(lg n) + Θ(lg n) = Θ(lg n).

The parallelism is work
span = Θ(n2/ lg n).

4) We can argue that P-SCAN2-AUX(x, y, i, j) will make y[l] = ⊗j
k=ix[l] by induction on j − i.

When j − i = 0, it is obviously correct since it will make y[i] = x[i] and then return immediately. When
j − i = n > 0, assume that it is correct for all j′ − i′ = n′ < n, we have y[l] = x[i]⊗ x[i+ 1]⊗ · · · ⊗ x[l] for
i ≤ l ≤ k and y[l] = x[k + 1]⊗ x[k + 2]⊗ · · · ⊗ x[l] for k < l ≤ j after the synchronization in line 6.

So y[l] = y[k]⊗y[l] for k < l ≤ j will make

y[l] = x[i]⊗ x[i+ 1]⊗ · · · ⊗ x[k]⊗ x[k + 1]⊗ x[k + 2]⊗ · · · ⊗ x[l]

as we want, and there are no dependency for those l, since this line only need y[k] precomputed before line
6, which implies this parallel loop is correct.

The work is T (n) = 2T (n/2) + Θ(n) = Θ(n lg n).

The span is T (n) = T (n/2) +Θ(lg n) = Θ(lg2 n), note that the Θ(lg n) is caused by the spawn overhead for
parallel loop.

The parallelism is Θ(n/ lg n).

Problem 4 All-Pairs Shortest Paths

1) Intuitively, we can check whether there is a i such that d
(n)
ii < 0. For example, consider a graph G = (V,E) =

({1, 2}, {(1, 2,−1), (2, 1,−1)}), d(n)11 will be −2.

2) We can detect the negative cycle as above, if no, return the matrix; if yes, tracing back from π
(n)
ii until we

meet some visited node, the nodes of tracing path from that node will form a negative cycle.
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